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Outline of the report (1)

- The recommendations 2002
- The type of recommendations 2002
  - The projects
  - Standardization issues
  - General policy
Outline of the report (2)

- More than 40 responses from 17 countries
- Follow up actions
  - Projects
    - AFREF
    - EUPOS
    - SIRGAS
  - Other follow up actions
    - GPS Networks
    - Site quality, integrity and interference
    - Range of applications
    - Institutional background
    - Education and outreach
Outline of the report (3)

• Problem areas
• Assistance
• Analysis
  – The 3 step development of networks
  – Further suggestions

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

• What next?
  – Revise report
  – Revise recommendations
  – Suggest/recommend UN OOSA actions
  – Set priorities
  – Submit recommendations